We present a method to detect vessels in images of the retina. Instead of relying on pixel classification, as many detection algorithms do, we propose a more natural representation for elongated structures, such as vessels. This new representation consists of primitives called atXne convex sets. On these convex sets we a p ply the classification step.
( I ) BY using a dedicated representation of image structures, one
The reason for chwsing this approach is two-fold saddle-points, edges, ridges and valleys. Since we are interested in finding the location of vessels in two-dimensional images, we show how to detect ridges and valleys in that dimension. For topological point-sets in higher dimensional images, see [5].
We define ridges and valleys as those points, where the image has an extremum in the direction of the largest surface CUNatUre. Mathematical1 we search forthose points in the image L(x), with x = (51, za) , where the first derivative of the luminance in the direction of the largest surface curvature changes sign.
cm exploit prior knowledge.
(21 A method bs& on pixel cl~srificslion is often comDutationally
The J~rccrion of lugest surldcc curvature IS thc eigenvcctur v of the matnx of second order denvatives of the image U hlch has unattractive.
The method can also be applied to other image structures, if an appropriate representation for the structures is chosen.
The method was tesfed on fundus reflection images. We obtained an accurac~ of 0.897. a sensitivitv of 0.700 and a soecificitv of 0.923.
INTRODUCTION
The appearance of vessels in ocular fundus images plays an important role in the diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy. Based on measurements of features of the vessel characteristics diagnosis, treatment and clinical sNdy can be performed. It is imponant for eye care specialists to be able to screen patients in a reproducible and reliable manner. Automated systems for delineating the vasculature are therefore of p a t value.
Most methods previous work is based upon pixel classification [I. 21 or vessel tracking [3,41. Our method is based on classification of convex sets, special image primitives for elongated structures like vessels. In section 2 we show how to form convex sets from ridges. Section 3 explains how to use the convex sets for classification. We show the results of our method in section 4 and we conclude in section 5.
DETECTION OF ELONGATED STRUCTURES

Ridge detection
If ahvc-dimensional gray-value image is regarded as a height map, with the luminance as the height parameter, we can delineate different topological points and point-sets, such as maxima, minima, 71us work is wrrid out in the framnvark of me NWO research project STW-UONI4496. The sign of X determines whether we have found a valley (A > 0) or a ridge (A < 0).
Because taking derivatives of discrete images is an i l l -p o d operation, we take derivatives at a scale t using the Gaussian scalespace technique (see e.g. [61 and references therein). The main idea is that the image derivatives can be taken by convolving the image with derivatives of a Gaussian:
where xj is the image coordinate w.r.1. which the derivative is taken. Mixed derivatives are computed by taking mixed derivatives of the Gaussian kernel.
We are now able to define a scalar field p(x, t) over our image that takes value -1 for valleys, 1 for ridges and 0 elsewhere as follows:
where the gradient vector g(x, t) is defined as V L ( x , t ) . X(x, t) is the largest ei envalue by absolute value of the Hessian matrix H(x, t) = V V L(x, t) and C(x, t) is the unit-length normalized eigenvector belonging to that eigenvalue. In (2) 0 is evaluated at (x. t). The parameter e is the spatial accuracy with which the point-sets are detected. In the continuous case the limit e -0 is taken, but in the discrete pixel case L = 1.0 pixel is a natural choice. In figure 1 we show an example of the ridge detection at a fundus image. We see that the structures we are interested in are a subset of the ridge pixels.
Affine convex sets: grouping ridge pixels
The problem of detecting the vessels of images like the one in figure I (a) is already reduced to classifying those ridge pixels of figure 1 (b) which delineate vessels. We can discard the valley pixels, because the vessels are the bright shuctures. Still, the ridge pixels are not an optimal representation of the vessels. To obtain a better representation we are going to group ridge pixels which belong to the same ridge. This leads to a representation of pixelsets which are approximately shaight lineelements.
The grouping method is a simple region growing algorithm which compares an already grouped ridge pixel with ungrouped pixels in a neighborhood of radius eS. where the subscript c stands for connectivity. The comparison between the grouped and a candidate pixel within the neighborhood is based on two conditions: (I) Is the direction of the ridges on which the pixels were found similar? (2) If so, are the pixels on the same ridge or a x they on parallel ridges? The first condition can be checked by taking the scalar product of the principal eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix at the location of the pixels. As noted before, these vectors denote the direction of principal surface CurvaNre and were used to detect the ridges, to which they are perpendicular. If the pixels have similar orientation the scalar product will be close to 1. The second condition can be checked by computing the unit-length normalized vector? between the locations of the two pixels under consideration and taking the vector product between this vector and the principal direction of the grouped pixel. If the pixels are on the same segment, the vector product will be close to 1. Mathematically we check the following inequalities:
l o ( x g , t ) . 0 ( x " , t ) l for similarity. We refer to these sets as (affine) convex sets. Convex because they approximate straight lineelements in two dimensions (in higher dimensions they approximate convex sets) and affine because of the parallelism condition. Figure 2 (a) illushates the construction of the convex sets. In figure 2 (b) we show the convex sets of the ridges of figure 1 (b).
CLASSIFICATION O F CONVEX SETS
For classifying the convex sets certain features are computed which are attributed to each set. The classification is mainly based on the properties of the mean profile of each set. As explained before, to each ridge pixel corresponds a vector 0, pointing in the direction perpendicular to the ridge. For all pixels x in each set the profile is sampled along a line in the direction of O(x). The mean pro-file is computed by averaging all profiles in the set. The following characteristics are computed:
I . The width of the profile, defined as the distance between the first strongest edge in the direction of D and -D. s w i n g at the midpoint of the profile. 2. The mean of the strength of the edges, where the strength is defined as the absolute value of the slope at the location of the edge. 3. The height of the profile (its value at the midpoint location) divided by its width. 4. The edge-strength divided by the width of the profile. 5. A curvature measure of the convex set. It is based on the absolute value of the scalar product of the direction vector B at consecutive locations in the set. These values are added and divided by the number of pixels in the set. This measure is one for straight segments. Note that we have not talren into account the length of the convex set or the average pixel value. The reason is that the smaller vessels cannot be distinguished f " background based on these features.
The classifier we have chosen is a kNN-classifier for which an optimized implementation can be found at [71.
Using k neighbors of which n are labeled as vessel the a posteriori probability for being vessel is given as
where the subscript i refers the convex set with index i. As [SI shows, (6) converges to the real probability in the limit of an infinite number of examples.
RESULTS
Four images like the one in figure I (a) were available, for which we detected the ridges at scale t = 8.0 pixels'. The convex sets were extracted using L~ = 3.0 pixel. r, = 0.95 and eP = 0.95. This left us with 11,051 convex sets. These sets w e n labeled by hand as vessel and background, resulting in 1,276 vessel sets and 9,775 background sets. To be able to evaluate our method, we performed leave-one-out experiments on the data set. i.e. we used three of the data Sets to build the kNN-classifier and classified the fourth with it. We did this for all four data sets. A set was classified as vessel if pi > 0.5. In the kNN-classification we used a k-value of 20. The results are shown in table 1. For the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity we show the results in table 2. The accuracy is defined as the total number of correctly classified sets divided by the total number of sets. The sensitivity is the fraction of correctly classified vessels w.r.t. the total number of manually labeled vessels and the specificity is the fraction of correctly classified background w.r.t. the manually labeled background. As an example of a classified image, we show in figure 3 (a) the input image and in 3 (b) the sets that were manually labeled as vessel. In figure 3 (c) the classified vessels are shown, where pi > 0.5 is Iaken as threshold. Figure 3 (d) shows the a posteriori probabilities for all sets in 3 (a). see also equation (6). The gray-values for the sets range from white (definitely vessel) to black (definitely background).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the local classification of image shuchlres. For this purpose we have introduced the notion of affine convex sets. These sets are a good representation of image structures with an intrinsic lower dimension than that of the embedding image. The advantage of such a representation is that use is made of the prior knowledge that the structures are elongated.
As a result, instead of classifying 512 x 512 == 2.6. lo5 pixels,
we classified approximately 2.7. IO3 sets for each image.
We have attributed image features to the convex sets and classified the sets based on those features. However, to check that our method performs better than human observers, we should compare the algorithm performance with intra-and inter-obselver variability, which was not done in this study.
Another point of investigation is that not all vessels respond to the ridge detector. This is due to the various widths of the vessels and the fixed scale that is used. A multi-scale approach could solve this problem.
In stead of taking a kNN-classifier we could also have opted for a feed-foward neural network, hut the advantages of the kNNclassifiers are that they are powerful non-parameterized classifiers and very simple to train, as opposed to neural networks. We did not investigate the use of support vector machines [9], because we wanted to approximate the a posteriori probabilities for the classification as well, which are obtained almost for free with neural networks [IO] and kNN-classifiers 181, whereas it is not clear at the present moment how to obtain them from support vector machines. It should also be noted that no feature selection was performed. We have chosen certain features, without testing the results by adding or removing features. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate more features such as histogram information around each convex set.
